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Introduction
0.0 Introduction
Main Street South Carolina (MSSC) is a comprehensive revitalization program that was established in 1983 to encourage and support the revitalization of downtowns throughout the
state. MSSC accepted Walhalla as an Aspiring program fall 2020. Over the course of three
years Walhalla will receive valuable technical support and training to assist in restoring
downtown as the center of community and economic activity. Each year thereafter training
and support continues.
Benefits of a Main Street Community
When a community participates in a comprehensive revitalization effort, its downtown can
experience a return of economic vitality. Benefits of the Main Street program include:
• Protecting and strengthening the existing tax base
• Increasing sales and returning revenues to the community
• Creating a positive community image
• Creating visually appealing and economically viable downtown buildings
• Attracting new businesses
• Creating new jobs
• Increasing investment in the downtown
• Preserving historic architectural resources
A Main Street Resource Team visited Walhalla January 25 – 27, 2021. The team consisted of Jenny
Boulware, Main Street SC Manager; Randy Wilson, President Community Design Solutions; Blake
Sanders, Studio Main; and Aaron Arnett, Partner Arnett Muldrow. and Associates Ltd.
The resource team would like to thank Libby Imbody for her tireless support during the resource team visit. Additionally, the resource team is indebted to everyone who attended any
of the stakeholder roundtables or community input sessions for their valuable insight.
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THE MAIN STREET APPROACH™
The Main Street Approach™ is a time-tested framework for community-driven, comprehensive revitalization. Every community and commercial district is different, with its own
distinctive assets and sense of place. The Main Street Approach offers community-based
revitalization initiatives with a practical, adaptable framework for downtown transformation
that is easily tailored to local conditions. The Main Street Approach helps communities get
started with revitalization and grows with them over time.
The Four Points
Transformation Strategies are implemented through comprehensive work in four broad areas, known collectively as the Four Points:
•

•

•

•

Organization involves creating a strong foundation for a sustainable revitalization effort, including cultivating partnerships, community involvement, and resources for the
district.
Economic Vitality focuses on capital, incentives, and other economic and financial
tools to assist new and existing businesses, catalyze property development, and create
a supportive environment for entrepreneurs and innovators that drive local economies.
Promotion positions the downtown or commercial district as the center of the community and hub of economic activity, while creating a positive image that showcases
a community’s unique characteristics.
Design supports a community’s transformation by enhancing the physical and visual
assets that set the commercial district apart.
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Eight Guiding Principles
While the Main Street Approach provides the format for successful revitalization, implementing it is based on Eight Guiding Principles that pertain to all areas of the revitalization
effort:
1. Comprehensive. Commercial revitalization is a complex process that cannot be accomplished through a single project.
2. Incremental. Small projects and simple activities lead to a more sophisticated understanding of the revitalization process and help to develop skills so that more
complex problems can be addressed, and more ambitious projects undertaken.
3. Community-Driven. Local leaders must have the desire and will to make the project
successful. The National Main Street Center, and Coordinating Programs, provide
direction, ideas, and training; but continued and long-term success depends upon
the involvement and commitment of the community.
4. Public-Private Partnership. Both the public and private sectors have a vital interest
in the economic health and physical viability of the commercial district.
5. Identifying and Capitalizing on Existing Assets. Business districts must capitalize
on the assets, such as architecture and business mix, that make them unique.
6. Quality. Quality must be emphasized in every aspect of the revitalization program
across the Four Points.
7. Change. Changes in attitude and practice are necessary to improve current economic conditions. Public support for change will build as the program grows.
8. Implementation-Oriented. Activity creates confidence in the program and ever
greater levels of participation. Work plans are required to drive meaningful work for
downtown organizations.
National Accreditation Standards
Main Street America (MSA) communities use the Main Street Approach™ framework to
guide local revitalization efforts. To measure their progress, Main Street communities participate in a regular accreditation process that requires them to meet a series of rigorous
standards. Achieving Accredited status is a mark of distinction and a powerful advocacy
tool that highlights a program’s work and achievements.
Main Street communities that receive National Accreditation are provided with an official
badge that they are able to proudly display.
Decades of experience implementing the Main Street Approach in communities across the
country has demonstrated that building and sustaining a successful downtown or neighborhood commercial district is not a project, but an ongoing process that requires long-term
commitment, continued focus, and strategic action. Main Street America has worked for
the past two years to update and develop a new set of national Community Accreditation
Standards that better measures the complex nature of our work.
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Building and maintaining a strong support system at various levels is crucial throughout
the revitalization journey. The Main Street America Community Accreditation process will
continue to provide a direct and strong connection and collaboration among the local Main
Street program, their respective Coordinating Program, and Main Street America, and serves
as an important tool for well-deserved recognition of communities’ efforts.
The main elements of the new accreditation process will include an on-site Community
Progress Visit (at least once every two years), an Annual Community Self-Assessment, and
standardized reporting practices to help us all understand local revitalization needs, celebrate wins, and strive to assemble the necessary assistance and support that can continue
to foster successful revitalization across the Main Street America Network.
The revised Standards are as follows:
1. Broad-Based Community Commitment to Revitalization. This Standard reaffirms that
at its core, the Main Street Approach is community-driven, and that revitalization is
only possible with active commitment from all sectors of a community.
2. Inclusive Leadership and Organizational Capacity. This Standard places a strong
value on people as Main Street’s greatest resource and on ensuring that a Main
Street’s organizational structure provides a welcoming environment for inclusive
community participation and leadership development.
3. Diverse Funding and Sustainable Program Operations. Through this Standard, communities will demonstrate their financial investment of the district and its revitalization program through a diversified mix of public and private sector funding sources
and appropriate financial management systems and operational best practices.
4. Strategy-Driven Programming. As vitality grows, this Standard provides a tool to assess and guide the Main Street program’s focus and process for identifying purposeful community-informed, market-based strategies to continually move the revitalization program to the next level.
5. Preservation-Based Economic Development. Through this Standard, communities
can demonstrate their attention to achieving economic development through a strong
foundation in preservation and enhancement of unique historic and cultural assets.
6. Demonstrated Impact and Results. This Standard highlights the importance of tracking, packaging, and demonstrating the qualitative and quantitative impact of the
program’s efforts and the district’s incremental revitalization.
How to use this report
The recommendations in this resource team report will help guide Main Street Walhalla in
implementing the Main Street Four Point Approach. All recommendations are provided with
the understanding that downtown Walhalla belongs to the entire community and its development should be driven by local leaders and volunteers. The Resource Team Report should
be shared widely with Board Members, town representatives and all partner organizations.
This report should be used as a guiding document for the downtown program.
Main Street SC’s assistance does not end with this Report. Main Street Walhalla staff and
town leadership should reach out to Main Street SC with questions about this report, including specific ways to implement particular recommendations.
INTRO DUCT I O N | W a l h a l l a R e s o u rc e T e a m R eport
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Executive Summary
0.1 Executive Summary
One of the benefits of the Resource Team process is that it synthesizes the myriad potential
initiatives a community could pursue down to strategic recommendations that represent the
best wisdom of the local stakeholders and the expertise of the Resource Team members. What
follows are summaries of the four areas of focus that were addressed for downtown Walhalla.
Organization
Partnerships are critical to successful downtown revitalization. Without an organizational
strategy that involves all partners, the best laid plans run the risk of lying dormant. The
Town and her citizens demonstrated a strong desire to foster ongoing partnerships during the Resource Team process with unprecedented turnout, participation, and enthusiasm.
Now is the time to achieve unprecedented levels of collaborative success. This Resource
Team recommendations, coupled with resolute commitment from the Town and its citizens,
has the potential to transform the face of downtown forever.
Promotion
Walhalla plays host to some of the best people on the planet. Her downtown is full of potential
with historic architectural structures that remind us of its hey day. The history of Walhalla
is, likewise, full of intrigue, significance, and stories to delight and entertain. Additionally,
Walhalla resides in a rich natural environment that is lush and ripe with potential. All these
characteristics and more have been woven into a brand identity that enables her to tell her
story in a compelling and professional manner. This section of the report contains the branding
and marketing collateral created to capture the essence of Walhalla as well as the promotional
activities recommended to highlight the best Walhalla has to offer.
Design
Downtown Walhalla is the heart and soul of the community from a physical planning point
of view and boasts some stunning historic architecture. However, disinvestment in several
of downtown’s historic buildings has left several structures in badly dilapidated shape, and
downtown’s streetscape would seem to favor the automobile over the pedestrian. The recommendations of this section are intended to address the mitigation of some of those negative
trends while also providing a vision for how downtown and its buildings and streetscapes
can become, once again, the de facto heart and soul of Walhalla.
Economic Vitality
In order to make judicious recommendations for infrastructure, beautification, and revitalization
investments, it is necessary to understand the economic factors that are affecting Walhalla. Additionally, Economic Vitality seeks to find new uses for historic buildings that will capitalize on
Walhalla’s unique market dynamics. At the end of the day, one of the fundamental purposes of any
Main Street Program related to Economic Vitality is to determine and create sustainable economic
development engines for downtown.
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1. Organization
1.0 Introduction
Organization is often the point in the Main Street Approach that gets overlooked, because the work involved with design, promotion, and economic vitality tends to be more exciting and yield greater visibility for the Main Street
organization. However, unless a local Main Street program builds a robust and
sustainable organization, the other activities will eventually fail.
At its heart, Organization involves the following activities:
•

•

•

•

•

“Organization involves creating a
strong foundation for a sustainable
revitalization effort, including cultivating partnerships, community involvement, and resources for the district.”
– National Main Street Center

Community Engagement. Main Street organizations should involve the
community in its activities, educate them on important initiatives, and encourage
them to experience the Main Street district.
Fundraising. Main Street organizations depend on multiple sources of funding and
must be creative in their approach to raising money for the organization’s projects
and activities. This may include securing government funding, private investment,
sponsorships, grant funding, and program fee income.
Partnership Development. In order to be successful, Main Street organizations must
develop partnerships with local economic and community development organizations, including city and county government, chambers of commerce, economic
development organizations, tourism agencies, local businesses, and other civic
organizations.
Volunteer Management. The Main Street board and executive director cannot do all
the work alone. It is important for local Main Street programs to develop a program
of recruiting, training, and recognizing local volunteers.
Public Relations. Main Street programs must communicate their message to the
public and raise awareness of the organization’s mission, projects, events, and activities. This requires an ongoing public relations effort that includes platforms
such as email, social media, a website, and other digital and traditional forms of
communication.

At the heart of a successful Main Street community is its Main Street Program. It is Main
Street Organization that focuses on developing Main Street Walhalla into a sound program
that has both the human and financial resources necessary to undertake an aggressive
ongoing revitalization program. Organization also focuses on building awareness of the revitalization effort throughout the community.
Great attention to the organizational details in the beginning of the program sets the stage
for continued success. Organization also makes sure the program is a comprehensive effort
in all Four Points of the Main Street Approach and focuses on building collaboration among
a broad range of public and private sector groups and organizations. Organization plays a
key role in attracting people and money to the Main Street program.
A Main Street organization takes many forms. One of South Carolina’s most common local
program formats includes the model that Main Street Walhalla has adopted – a city department with nonprofit partners. Main Street is economic development that is designed to take
some of the heavy lifting off of the city’s shoulders and to build a streamlined way to work
together efficiently and effectively – with real results.
ORG ANI Z AT I O N | W a l h a l l a R e s o u rc e T e a m R eport
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Main Street is a community-driven economic development approach. Every aspect of the
Main Street approach depends on a proactive effort to work with downtown and community
leaders to address revitalization. Within the Main Street Four-Point approach, Organization
provides a solid base to bring the community together.
Main Street, as we propose it here in Walhalla, will be a melding of the numerous strong
organizations already in existence. The goal is to assemble all the resources on hand and
make connections for community members to participate in downtown’s Walhalla’s revitalization.
Traditional Economic Development Method Main Street Economic Development Method
•
•
•
•
•

Staff Driven
Municipal ownership
Chase Jobs
Municipal financed
One-way communication

•
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteer Driven
Community Ownership
Grow Jobs
Celebrate cultural assets
Financed through public/private partnership
Two-way communication

MAIN STREET ORGANIZATIONAL SUCCESS IS SEEN IN 3 AREAS:
•
•
•

Relationships
Communication
Management

Areas in need of organizational development include
•
•
•
•
•

Economic Positioning/Vision and mission statements that reflect current conditions
(see example below)
Widespread community volunteer support from the private sector
Diverse funding sources
Commitment to preserving and reusing the district’s historic assets
Focused Committees/Teams that implement a comprehensive long-term work plan
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PROGRAM PHASES
Downtown revitalization efforts require a long-term focus, but all programs must start
somewhere. It is important to remember that all Main Street programs go through a series
of phases after they are established and continue to grow. Understanding this life cycle will
help a new program develop a path that leads to long-term success.

Walhalla Main Street is at the beginning of Phase 1, the Catalyst Phase, and is doing a great job of building momentum and beginning early implementation work.
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1. Organization
ORGANIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS
1.1 Develop an Advisory Board
Typically, the board has five main responsibilities as a steering group that assists the Main
Street Director in:
• Promoting the revitalization efforts to downtown interests and the public (communication + outreach)
• Overseeing volunteer activities by recruiting, supervising and rewarding good work
• Encouraging investment in revitalization to operate the Main Street program and
implement goals
• Walking, talking and advocating for the local program.
• Being accountable for the successes of the organization and for the wise use of its
human and financial resources by planning for the long and short-term using mission, vision and work plans.

Possible Organization Chart

1.2 Plan and Prioritize
•

•

Determine physical areas of focus with reasons for that focused effort. Every initiative
considered should pass the SMART test: (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant,
time-bound). Annual work planning is a participatory process led by the local leadership team. Action plans are further teased out to identify who does what, when, and at
what’s needed for the program budget.
Focus on incremental successes. Change within Main Street Walhalla should be implemented through a comprehensive, incremental approach that encourages partnerships
and a grass-roots community support, and advocates quality and local assets.
ORG ANI Z AT I O N | W a l h a l l a R e s o u rc e T e a m R eport
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1. Organization

High-level Implementation Chart example. Tool for comprehensive planning and for
partner alignment.

Detailed work plan that outlines specific tasks and assignments. Tool for tracking progress
and volunteer engagement.
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1. Organization
Example of a highly visual plan that establishes
priorities and notes completion. Greenwood, SC

1.3 Collaborate
Downtown belongs to everyone and everyone has a stake in its health and future, but limited
and often competing resources (both human and financial) present challenges. Find focus
and align that focus with community partners both groups and individuals. This approach
fosters a strong sense of ownership of the downtown revitalization process and builds consensus for downtown’s vision. Everyone participates. Everyone benefits from a vibrant downtown. The goal of a Main Street program is to keep a strong focus on working WITH downtown
and the community and not just FOR downtown. It takes a village!
• Map local partnerships and clarify roles. Identify the specific activities pursued by
each of the 4 Points. Identify mission overlap and areas for potential partnership
growth. Coordinate to maximize the talent and support offered by volunteers and
partners. Confirm and distribute planning and implementation roles for all involved
to maximize the impact and effectiveness of the program.
• Coordinate promotional and marketing initiatives that confirm downtown as the
heart of community activity and identity. Promoting the Main Street DISTRICT is the
task of the Promotion Committee but promoting the Main Street PROGRAM is the job
for the ORG Committee. Don’t assume everyone knows, understands, and appreciates the work and mission.
• Actively recruit volunteers to serve on the four committees. A Main Street program’s
success is directly correlated to the number of volunteers and partnerships. Create a
volunteer leadership development and management plan that outlines the process
and opportunities for involvement. This should include defined roles for task forces
or teams that help organize and implement projects and activities. Outline clear
opportunities for volunteer and partner engagement. Where and how can people
and agencies participate? Include a volunteer sign up on the program’s webpage.
ORG ANI Z AT I O N | W a l h a l l a R e s o u rc e T e a m R eport
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»

»
»

Establish volunteer recognition initiatives and activities that highlight the talent,
contributions, and impact provided by individuals and groups within the organization. This is essential to building a strong and sustainable Main Street program.
Develop a campaign to attract members of civic clubs, business district stakeholders and private citizens
Create volunteer job descriptions, define roles, track amount of time volunteers
participate and evaluate.

1.4 Communicate and Celebrate
• Already great success with Main Street Walhalla’s social media launch last March –
2,000+ followers. Continue to share and celebrate successes and use this resource
team report to demonstrate possibilities like the example to the right from Williamston that shows a before and after concept.
• Consider incorporating traditional methods like sandwich board signs that identify
activities or projects underway.
• Post monthly times and locations for meetings/gatherings to create transparency
and volunteer engagement. Always think about developing downtown ambassadors
and future leaders.
• Provide brief monthly or quarterly Main Street impact presentations at Council
meetings.
• Share this report widely – both digitally (web page and social media) and through
print.
• Tell Downtown’s Story. Ensure that the mission and vision are highly visible and
promoted in the program’s online, printed communication tools, and projects and
activities.
» Top 10 things to do in Downtown Walhalla
» Reasons to open a business in Downtown Walhalla
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•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Celebrate all program successes, including reinvestment statistics that are required to be collected monthly.
Educate the community about the Main Street Program. Ensure that both the public
and private sectors understand the relevance of the Main Street program. Make
annual presentations to community agencies and organizations about Main Street
Walhalla and continue to emphasize “What makes Main Street Walhalla different
from all the other organizations?”
Provide updates on progress. (Right: Downtown Myrtle Beach website example presented as a ppt slide deck of meeting discussions and action plans).

Explore grant/funding opportunities for leveraging identified projects and partners.
» Consider SHPO’s planning grant to fund a National Register Nomination for
Walhalla’s commercial district.
Identify what the public needs to learn about the program in order to attract support. What’s the Main Street message and how is it being shared? Develop a set of
talking points on the importance, benefits and value of a vital and active downtown
to share with others.
Develop a strong communication plan that includes the vision for downtown with a
solid message and tools that connect regularly with the community and promote a
sense of ownership with clear opportunities for involvement and support.
Take credit where credit is due. Many Main Street programs have died for lack of
self-promotion. Develop a ready-made Main Street presentation to illustrate Main
Street Walhalla’s vision, successes and future.
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1.5 Maintain the National Main Street funding model (graph below).
• Guarantee that all four points of the program receive funding.
• Understand that Main Street Walhalla is a business and treat it as such.
• Develop and implement a major fundraising event.
• Retain and support your professional Executive Director by cost of living increases
each year as well as provide funds to support their continued education and training.

National Main Street Standard
City Government

33%

33%

33%

Memberships/Corporate
Sponsors
Special Events
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2. Promotion
2.0 Introduction
The promotional aspect of the Four Point Approach to revitalization positions downtown as
the center of activity, culture, commerce and community life, while creating a positive image
that showcases the community’s unique characteristics. It takes many forms, but the goal is
to instill community pride and improve consumer and investor confidence in the commercial
district. Advertising, retail promotions, special events and marketing campaigns help sell
the image of Main Street to the community and surrounding region. Promotion communicates a commercial district’s unique characteristics, business establishments and activities to shoppers, investors, potential business and property owners and visitors.
Promotion includes two basic areas of work:
1. Image Building Campaigns
• Brand Creation
» Logos/Taglines/ Slogans/Wayfinding/Websites, etc.
• Brand Communication
» Develop Image Advertising (Newspaper, Radio, Television, Magazines, Social
Media, etc.)
» Create Collateral Materials (T-shirts, Shopping Bags, etc.)
» Produce Media Kits (Press Releases, Before and After Photographs, Annual Reports, etc.)
» Plan Image Building Events (Ribbon Cuttings, Annual Meetings, clean-Up
Days, etc.)
2. Retail Promotions
• Cooperative Promotion - Cluster and promote stores in the same category to grow
downtown as a destination. (Business Directory / Rack Cards / Downtown Passports,
etc).
• Cross Promotion – Group businesses with complementary goods into one retail
event/coordinated displays. (Coupon /Discount Cards, etc.)
• Niche Promotion – Focuses attention not on the product mix, but on the specific consumer group targeted through specially distributed flyers, coupons, posters, and/or
media ads. (Students/Seniors/Neighbors, etc.)
• Special Event Development
» Community Heritage (to enhance the unique cultures of the community like
music, foods, dance, art)
» Special Holiday Events (national, state, or local holiday or celebration + traditional: winter holidays, Easter, etc. and non-traditional: National Preservation
Month, Ice-Cream day, etc.).
• Social Events - create reasons for the community or the region to come downtown
and be together. (Concerts, Farmers Markets, Car Shows, etc.)
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2. Promotion
2.1 IMAGE BUILDING RECOMMENDATIONS
• Continue marketing the organization brand to attract regional customers, retain
locals and curate the visitor experience. Make Main Street Walhalla and its mission
known to the community. If it is a Main Street initiative, put your name/logo on it.
Unify this brand across all channels — print, signage, brochures, webpage, social
media and event banners.

•

•

•

•

•

Make t-shirts for volunteers to wear at events or other downtown efforts. It not only
helps make them easy to identify during an event but also may cause people to ask
about Main Street Walhalla.
Utilize FREE social media tools such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and YouTube.
Create your own YouTube channel and post short video clips of downtown. Photos
and videos should include activity and happy, smiling people. Even if you are showcasing a new flower planter, put a person in the photo pointing to it. People like
seeing people.
#IAMADOWNTOWNER is a good example of how a promotional campaign using business owners and citizen can help people feel connected to the downtown. It includes
a series of photos taken of local business owners expressing why they choose downtown. Because people can identify with shopkeepers, their positive message will
ripple more effectively through the community.
The Main Street Walhalla logo must go on EVERY piece of promotional material; flyers, media ads, brochures, etc. Get credit for the work the organization is doing. This
will help generate more support in the form of volunteers and funds as the community becomes more aware of what the organization is doing. The goal is to never
be asked “What does Main Street Walhalla do?” because it is obvious.
Design and distribute postcard-size marketing pieces for board members, partners
and downtown businesses. Example below.
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2. Promotion
2.2 SPECIAL EVENT RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective is to attract people to the commercial area and to provide added excitement,
value, and entertainment. Special events bring the community together in a fun and inviting
atmosphere. They can be geared for local residents and/or visitors. Know your target market
and goal for the event. This will help the organization to be more strategic in marketing
efforts, plan more efficiently and will alleviate any disappointments. If you plan an event
knowing it is geared toward a local crowd, you won’t be disappointed if there aren’t many
visitors. If the goal of an event is to draw people downtown, you won’t be disappointed that it
doesn’t make money. Events can be draining on resources. Regular evaluation is important.
You do not want to continue with an event that is not meeting goals.
So many great events take place downtown. Be sure to annually evaluate their impact. Use
Main Street Michigan’s Event Evaluation workbook to assess each event. Invite community
members and event partners to also use this tool.
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Race – Races are a great attractor for not only residents but visitors. Runners will travel
to run even a 5K. Don’t expect many race attendees to shop and dine. Many events are not
open at times convenient – a 5K may begin before many businesses are even open. Race
attendees may not feel “clean” enough to shop or dine after the race. While this may be
disappointing, don’t assume it is not beneficial or worth it. Make efforts to get businesses to
open earlier that one day and definitely make sure to provide runners information and even
coupons for downtown businesses that will be valid that day for some time into the future.
Many may have never been to Walhalla before so they may be encouraged to return. This type
of event would be geared toward exposure for the downtown. 5K around the downtown area
– Contract with a timing company. Promote it to surrounding cities and counties through
local running clubs, fitness facilities, etc.
Community Heritage Micro-festivals – Reach out to the local community to coordinate and celebrate the diverse cultures represented in Walhalla (music, food, dance, art).
These are ideally planned in conjunction with local partners (museum+).
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2. Promotion
2.3 RETAIL PROMOTIONS RECOMMENDATIONS
Generate activities to create immediate retail sales or business for service providers and
professionals. This type of promotion can be events that take place inside the stores or
promotional ads.
• Art Walk – Artists are placed inside businesses and/or on the sidewalks. Inside the
businesses is best so people will go inside. This event could be held in conjunction
with a Wine, Shop, and Dine for an enhanced experience.
• Shop Small Saturday – This event is promoted by American Express. American
Express will send participating organizations tons of promotional products for the
businesses participating such as door mats, table tents, canvas shopping bags,
balloons, banners, and more. Get businesses to agree to be open that Saturday and
promote 1 or 2 highlighted specials they will have. The Main Street organization will
need to register by the deadline in order to receive the FREE supplies. Visit https://
www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/shop-small/ Select “Neighborhood
Champion”
• Game Night Out – this can take the form of a scavenger hunt or progressive
(dinner/game) night. Participants in the scavenger hunt are asked to gather clues
from downtown shops. Program fun along the way with word games, mini golf, dice
games, and giant board games. See Jeffersonville, IN Main Street for more ideas.
Also consider another version to game night with the Myrtle Beach Teen Game Night
idea below.
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3. Design
3.0 INTRODUCTION
Design is the Main Street program area that concentrates on improving the appearance and
function of everything that is visual in downtown such as buildings, storefronts, windows,
sidewalks, lighting, landscape, signs, and streets. The primary goal of Main Street’s design
component is to encourage comprehensive visual improvements through good design that
are compatible with historic features, and, therefore, maintain the integrity of the downtown. Said most simply, design strives to preserve and enhance the physical characteristics
that make downtown Walhalla unique so that it can look its best and function at the highest
level.
Why are design and preservation important?
Design improvements are important to economic revitalization for several reasons. The appearance of the downtown is the first visual impression visitors receive – and that visual
impression shapes visitor perceptions and experiences. Commercial district design affects
buying decisions as well – just as the packaging of consumer products affects purchasing
decisions. Design of public spaces affects mobility and safety. And design improvements –
whether to public spaces or private buildings – show new investment and provide tangible
evidence that downtown revitalization is happening and the Main Street program is leading
the charge.
Good Main Street design should be paired with good historic preservation practices because it will help retain the authentic character of your community. Preservation, in practical terms, is often cheaper than building new. And most importantly, downtown Walhalla’s
historical architectural assets are the primary characteristic that distinguishes your community from any other as many cities have the same retail stores, restaurant types, etc., but
none share the exact same historic buildings that Walhalla enjoys.
However, as with any downtown, there are areas of improvement that could take downtown
Walhalla from ‘good to great.’ For example, while many buildings have been improved, others
languish, sit vacant, and suffer disrepair. The recommendations that follow are presented as
a means to enhance downtown Walhalla’s positive aspects while addressing its shortcomings.
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3.1 FACADE COMPONENT GRANTS
Since many building owners are intimidated by overall façade renovations coupled with a grant process, the
City or Main Street program might consider simplifying the initial phases of a façade grant program and
focusing on individual façade elements --or components-- instead of expensive, overall façade improvement approaches. In other words, consider conducting an annual façade component grant program that is
focused on a singular element, such as an awning grant program, or a slipcover removal program, or a signage grant program. Once property owners become familiar with individual façade component programs,
then consider moving on to entire-façade-based grant programs or a comprehensive Façade Master Plan
if needed or desired.
The advantages of a component approach to facade grants include, but are not limited to:
• Specific facade issues can be addressed (e.g. paint, or lighting, or signage, etc.)
• Easier to administer
• Limited funds can go farther
• More buildings can be affected
• Easier to understand for the property owner or tenant
Examples of facade component grants follow on the next few pages.

Rear of Building Treatment Component Grants
Example of Rear of Building Treatments from Lake City, SC (above): This row of buildings had all manner of unsightly items behind them ranging
from trash dumpsters to HVAC units to weatherheads to downspouts and much more. But since they fronted a town green, it was imperative that these
items be concealed. The approach taken was to paint the buildings a common palette of autumnal colors, then erect a simple structure comprised of 4x4
posts with 1x strips screwed into them and painted gray. This lattice conceals the unsightly elements and unifies the entire row of buildings. Foreground
landscaping completes the rear of building treatments.
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Slipcover Removal Component Grants

Conway, SC: This furniture company removed the
metal slipcover from their building to expose a beautiful
building underneath.

Conway, SC: The local government, in association
with the Main Street program, realized the positive impact slipcover removal made. Therefore, they
enacted a component facade grant program for slipcover removal and five other buildings in downtown
removed their slipcovers. The visual improvement to
their main street was remarkable!
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Awning Component Grants

Beaufort, SC: Main Street Beaufort initiated a component grant program
featuring awnings.

Demising Wall Component Grants for Micro-Retail
As is often the case in rural downtowns, the configuration of
the historic buildings (typically 25’-30’ wide by 100’ deep)
is not conducive to many retail ventures, especially startups. Many start-up businesses only require a few hundred
square feet of space, whereas the cost overhead associated
with thousands of square feet of space become cost prohibitive. In instances such as this, it might be prudent for
the community to consider a creative approach --perhaps
even funded as a component grant-- of segmenting a larger,
longer building into a series of smaller, micro-retail spaces.

Elba, AL: This narrow, long building was divided into four
retail bays instead of one large retail bay. The front-most bay
could open to the front or side, whereas the three behind it
would face to the side.
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Demising Wall (Facade Component) Grants:
The diagram above was created to illustrate how a typical building in downtown
could be modified by the construction of a demising wall to achieve higher income
from the space for the property owner while accommodating retail micro-space along
the street to activate downtown.
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Signage Component Grants
One of the quickest ways to make a positive first impression from a design perspective is to have downtown buildings that feature quality,
eye-catching signage. By coupling a public sector incentive with a private sector investment, the building and/or business owners are able
to design and install signs of a caliber and quality that might otherwise be unaffordable. As part of the signage grant, a thoughtful review
of existing sign ordinances is likely in order to ensure that quality signs like those featured at right are not prohibited by an outdated code
requirement.
Should the community lack local sign
designers and fabricators to execute the
kinds of signs depicted at right, they
might consider participating with the CoSign project. CoSign is a program developed by the American Sign Museum that
helps communities create unique signage
for revitalizing business districts. More
information about this cutting edge program may be found at:

www.cosigncincy.com
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3.2 VIBRANCY AMENITIES
A common theme voiced by the citizens who attended the Town Hall public input
meetings was, “Downtown needs things for people to do!” Vibrancy amenities are
relatively inexpensive solutions to this sentiment as they populate the downtown area
with myriad elements that animate downtown with splashes of color and interactive
features. These amenities, such as bistro tables, colorful umbrellas, parklets, public
art, etc. not only create a visually appealing downtown, but are often implemented at
far less cost than expensive streetscape projects or facade grants. Similarly, other vibrancy grants such as interactive art and games placed in public/green spaces such
as the Pocket Park or Pop-Up Park Site, or wide sidewalk areas have the affect of making downtown “sticky.” Stickiness refers to the quality of a downtown whereby there
is something of interest among multiple generations to do, enjoy, see, and interact
with. Creative vibrancy grant ideas could include, but would not be limited to: flower
baskets, umbrellas, sculpture, sun sails (shade devices), chairs, flags and banners,
giant Jenga, giant checkers, giant chess, giant Scrabble, parklets, public art, bistro
tables and umbrellas, public art, creative benches and chairs, etc. Precedent imagery
of a variety of vibrancy amenities follow on the next few pages.

Vibrancy Amenities: One of the most strategic locations within the downtown district are the sidewalks where public and private
meet and human interaction happens naturally. Moreover, expenditures to activate the sidewalk realm are often far less expensive
than public streetscape projects or private facade improvement projects yet yield dramatic impact in terms of color, activity, and pedestrian interaction. Consider incentivizing ‘amenities’ such as Adirondack chairs, interactive public art installations, exterior dining
tables and chairs, colorful umbrellas, etc. to animate the downtown area.
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Ponce City Market: Atlanta, GA: This pop-up park resides in the middle of a parking lot at Ponce City Market. All the lawn area shown resides
within a raised bed that is populated with flamingos (of the plastic variety!), moveable furniture, and an “Eno Hotel” constructed of stage lighting
framing and covered with white plastic for shade. These elements could easily be replicated in Walhalla.

Lake City, SC: Student teams from the local high school created portable miniature golf holes that can be placed randomly throughout the downtown or congregated in a single location to create a 9-hole putt-putt golf experience. In this way they have both an artistic purpose as well as an
activity-generating purpose in the downtown. Best of all, it engages the students in the life of their downtown.
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Making Downtown “Sticky”
The photographs below illustrate various approaches other communities have utilized to
create ‘stickiness’’ within their downtowns. These various interactive games provide activities for people of all ages to enjoy while they are downtown. Downtown Walhalla’s parks,
pocket parks, parklets, open spaces, and green spaces should be populated with similar
activity-generating elements.
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3.3 CAPTURE THE CORNERS: STREETSCAPE BEST PRACTICES
It is imperative that great care is taken in the design and maintenance of the downtown
streetscapes (everything in the public realm from face of building to face of building on
the opposite side of the roadway including sidewalks, planting areas, parking spaces, and
roadway). Depending on the design and layout of a downtown, the area taken up by the
streetscape/roadways varies between 25%-35%. Said most simply, if you get the design
and planning of the streetscape/roadways correct, you solve between 1/4-1/3 of all downtown planning issues! With this in view, the alliterative “4 C’s” noted below represent general best practices for downtown.
»

»

»

»

Canopy - The implied ceiling and comfort provided by shade trees. Not only do shade
trees provide shade and comfort, they frame the travel lane and narrow the visual
cone for the motorist. This is typically one of the best ways to ‘calm’ or slow traffic
speeds in the downtown area.
Corners - The pause points in the life of downtown at each intersection. Since all
pedestrians and some automobiles necessarily pause at the corners, these locations should feature bumpouts that include ground covers, plants and flowers, and
optional public art to create a sense of place. Moreover, these corner bumpouts have
the added benefit of shortening the walking distance from one side of the street to
the other for the pedestrian, thereby promoting pedestrian safety.
Crosswalks - Where the pedestrian should have priority over the automobile. Articulated crosswalks (e.g. stamped/stained asphalt, or brick pavers) introduce texture
(that slows vehicles due to the tactile feedback) and color that promotes pedestrian
safety by visually distinguishing this area from the gray asphalt.
Comforts - The amenities we place in the public realm to cause downtown to be truly
“pedestrian friendly.” From benches, to trash receptacles, to pet dishes, public art,
newspaper stands, bistro tables and chairs, etc. these amenities create both interest and comfort for the pedestrian in the downtown environment.

The before-and-after photo-rendering on the next page features a key intersection in Walhalla’s streetscape and demonstrates visually the power of implementing the ‘4 C’s’ of good
streetscapes noted above.

Mount Holly, NC: This photograph illustrates the impact of
implementing the ‘4 C’s’ of streetscaping. This humble intersection feels more like a ‘place’ than a ‘roadway.’
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3.4 MAXIMIZE THE ‘MARVELOUS MIDDLE GROUND’
The public space located between the roadway and the face of the buildings in a downtown
is what is referred to as the “marvelous middle ground” between public right-of-way and
private property. While this is commonly occupied by the sidewalks, occasionally it can include parks and open spaces. No matter the nature of the space or surface, what it affords
is a place to bring downtown to life. In downtown Walhalla, there is one such place that
could literally be the catalyst project that transforms the perception of downtown and that
is the area in front of Pete’s Drive In. For whatever reason, the opposite side of Main Street is
largely developed, while this side of Main Street languishes. The Food Court/Plaza idea put
forth by Blake Sanders of Studio Main is exactly what the author of this report would recommend for this area. (See Blake’s illustration below) Moreover, this area is a prime candidate
for what this author refers to as the “Downtown Revitalization Start-Up Kit,” comprised of:
• String lights
• Shade sails
• Food trucks
• Bistro tables, chairs, and umbrellas
• Parklets
• Alleys/Murals/Public Art

Photo and illustration courtesy of Blake Sanders of Studio Main
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3.5 MULTI-PURPOSE PAVILION
The Resource Team was informed that a beloved community member and councilman died
due to Covid. Dennis Owens served Walhalla and had a keen passion for preserving and
enhancing her green spaces. Since the City and Main Street program desire to construct a
pavilion to support its burgeoning Farmers’ Market, perhaps the structure could memorialize
Mr. Owens. It is recommended that the pavilion/structure be multi-purpose in nature and
not solely support the functions of the Farmers’ Market, but when market is not in session
it would remain functional as a shaded structure that might afford picnic tables, benches,
swings, and much more. There is a desire for more public restrooms downtown and perhaps
this feature could be included in the program for the Multi-Purpose Market Pavilion.
Market Square Park in Blacksburg, VA includes a multi-purpose facility similar to that described above, and is featured in the photos below.
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4. Economic Vitality
4.0 INTRODUCTION
Main Street Economic Restructuring Committees are charged with strengthening the downtown district’s existing economic base:
• Economic Restructuring is economic development within the context of historic preservation. Walhalla’s historic and cultural resources are significant assets which set
it apart and help to distinguish downtown Walhalla in the market.
• Unlike “textbook” economic development, downtowns have an existing infrastructure
and economy to work within. Economic Restructuring strategies see to capitalize on
prior investments made by the private and public sectors in the downtown’s built
environment, maximize space, and accommodate contemporary, market-driven uses
and businesses.
• Effective Economic Restructuring for Main Street includes strategies and actions for
business retention, expansion and recruitment. Working with existing businesses to
identify opportunities, grow and capture an increased market share is among the
very best economic development strategies, and sets the stage for long-term business recruitment success.
• Economic development plans and strategies should consider the full range of uses
that make for a vibrant downtown. Business development and clustering strategies
must extend beyond retail and promote the many different types of commercial, civic,
residential and recreational uses that are comprised in a healthy, sustainable and
vibrant downtown community and economy.
The key to improving the economic performance and prosperity of the Walhalla downtown
business district ultimately lies in the development and implementation of market-driven
business development and marketing strategies that capitalize on the community’s assets
and emerging opportunities. Identifying trends, capitalizing on assets and promoting business and investment opportunities within an ever-changing and evolving economy will be
critical to the success of the Walhalla Main Street program and the community’s downtown
revitalization initiative.
Additionally, an over-arching value was established for Walhalla and its Main Street program that consists of: View infrastructure, staffing, and incentives as INVESTMENTS rather than EXPENSES. There will necessarily be capital expenditures
required to enact all of the desires of the town and the recommendations of this report.
However, when viewed against the backdrop of how long Walhalla has been an incorporated
municipality, and how long it desires to remain one, the life-cycle costs of strategic expenditures changes dramatically.
Ultimately, five strategic thematic recommendations were made for the Economic Vitality of
Walhalla going forward:
1. Promoting a Business-Friendly Climate
2. Policy Planning for Prosperity
3. Investing for Success
4. Recruiting for Success
5. Your Wilderness Adventure Starts Here
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4.1 BECOMING A BUSINESS-FRIENDLY COMMUNITY
Create an ecosystem that supports entrepreneurs and small business development. Small businesses make up most businesses in towns and cities everywhere. It is important to streamline
and simplify the process for entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneurs to open businesses by
creating an environment to help remove and limit as many barriers as possible.
Know Your Community. – Do you have a good inventory of current small business owners? Do
you know their stories? If not, it may be time to think about conducting an asset inventory of
entrepreneurs and their business interests. Communities that have a good understanding
of their small businesses are better equipped to offer support where there are challenges
and create opportunities where there are gaps in goods and services.
Engage Entrepreneurs in Regular Conversation. – Many communities have industrial or
manufacturing forums that are used to gather feedback for this sector of the economy.
However, it is just as important to offer opportunities for entrepreneurs and small business owners to engage in listening sessions with their peers to share ideas and address
concerns. For example, establishing co-working spaces in communities has been a popular
trend in recent years and the need for such space emerged out of these conversations in
some communities. Glenwood Springs, Colorado, has a simple, yet informative website that
illustrates their co-working space: https://www.thecoopgws.com/. It is important, however,
to realize that each community’s needs differ, and business incubator, accelerator, or coworking spaces should be tailored to those specific needs.
Leverage the Assets of Business Support Organizations. – Local Chambers of Commerce,
community/economic development organizations, small business development centers, universities, colleges, and many others serve communities with complementary services for
small business development. Inventory and explore all the resources available locally and
regionally that may offer resources to existing or startup businesses. These service providers
can also serve as important linkages for additional state and federal resources.
Create a “One-stop Shop” for Business Assistance. – It can be very frustrating for individuals seeking assistance to try and locate business resources from multiple locations. Communities should be diligent in their efforts to provide a single point of contact that knows
how to navigate opening a business whether it will be a brick and mortar retail store, a
professional services firm, a restaurant, home-based venture, or an online business. Every municipality, county, and state have different regulations and requirements, so having
clear and concise information is important. Florence, Alabama, is a good example to review:
https://florenceal.org/business/business_development/index.php. See section 4.1.3 of this
report for specific recommendations pertaining to Walhalla.
Conduct a Downtown Buildings Inventory. -– When someone is interested in opening a new
business or bringing their existing business to your community, it is important to have information at your fingertips as to physical spaces that are available along with descriptions of each property. Knowing such things as owner information, lease rates, square
footage, lot size, parcel ID number, building registry listings, parking places, etc. can be
extremely helpful to prospective business owners. Having this information that is accurate
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and readily available shows that your community “means business.” This example from
Missoula, Montana, illustrates the types of information that can be gleaned from such a
survey: https://www.missouladowntown.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/DT-InventoryOverview-5_25_12.pdf.
Become Familiar with Local Infrastructure. – Knowing who to contact regarding water, sewer,
electricity, gas, telecommunications, and other infrastructure needs is an important aspect
to getting a prospective business up and running as soon as possible. Now, more than ever,
broadband is a critical asset no matter the type of business considering your community.
Having relationships with telecommunications service providers who can answer specific
questions related to local high-speed Internet availability and access is critically important.
Provide Education and Training Opportunities. – Connect with appropriate organizations
who can provide ongoing training workshops, seminars, and technical assistance for existing small businesses. Clemson University Extension, U.S. Small Business Administration,
and a host of other public and private service providers can provide virtual and in-person
capacity building training programs in important areas such as online business review
tools, website development and social medial platforms, electronic and mobile commerce
options, and hospitality and customer service. Furthermore, providing training on financial,
accounting, legal, and other business-related topics helps to create a well-rounded ecosystem that is relevant to the entire business community.
4.1.1 Business Start-Up Guide/Business Development Package
Create and distribute a “How to Start a Business in Downtown Walhalla”
step-by-step guide or checklist to help prospects and entrepreneurs navigate the process and find help – available in print and electronic formats.
Package and promote resources, technical assistance and incentives to
both support and promote opportunities for new or existing businesses to
reposition themselves in the market or to expand, and to incentivize and
enhance the feasibility of new business ventures. Inventory and include
information on business assistance resources, technical assistance providers and financial assistance and incentives available at the local, regional, state and federal levels, along with existing or future programs and
incentives available or developed at the local level. Create fact sheets for
distribution to existing businesses and prospects, and as downloads from
the City of Walhalla’s website and/or a future Walhalla Main Street website.

Business Start-Up and Investment Guide from Emporia, KS Main Street
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Starting a Business Guide
and Resource Directory
from Biddeford, ME Main
Street Program
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4.1.2 Design/Development Review Guide and/or Checklist
During the course of roundtable discussions with developers and private citizens who had done construction projects in downtown Walhalla a common theme
emerged: it was a confusing and cumbersome process with inconsistent rulings
along the way. Thankfully, these stakeholders were so committed to downtown Walhalla that they pressed through any inconvenience to invest in downtown. However,
going forward it is far better to create as clear and transparent a process for the
design and development review process as possible to foster a business and building friendly climate in downtown Walhalla. One simple tool towards this goal is to
publish electronic and physical guides and checklists that clearly delineate the
process from concept to completion.

Online Building Permitting Process Guide from McHenry, IL. https://cityofmchenry.org

Downtown Development Guide from Sheridan, WY. The full PDF of this guide may
be downloaded from: https://www.dropbox.com/s/4416req0cxr52ws/DowntownDev-Guide.pdf ?dl=0
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4.1.3 One-Stop-Shop for Design/Development Review
In order to promote a business-friendly and development-friendly environment in downtown
Walhalla, the process for business creation and plan approval must be clear and streamlined. In other cities and towns similar to Walhalla a “one-stop shop” for business development has been created for precisely this purpose. In
the case of Walhalla it is recommended that the “Walhalla Walk Through” be created in a portion of City Hall
or in the Main Street/Chamber building. This business
development center should ideally house --or host-- all
the persons and entities that would support business
start-ups as well as plan approvals.

Conceptual Graphic
by Libby Imbody

Hartsville, SC: The City of Hartsville Navigator (“ Your Business Development Partner”) is the equivalent of the ‘Walhalla Walk Through’ being
proposed. The Navigator exists within a storefront of City Hall that is also located downtown. Patrons are greeted within a reception space that
includes a conference room for meeting with business development experts as well as any and all City personnel required to review and approve
plans. A simple white board tracks the process of all business development activity within the City. The Navigator truly functions as a ‘one-stop
shop’ for anyone looking to open a business or implement a construction project in Hartsville.
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4.2 POLICY PLANNING FOR PROSPERITY
Occasionally, the existing ordinances in place within a municipality unintentionally work
at cross-purposes with the actual vision of that municipalities historic downtown district.
Therefore, it is recommended that the Main Street program work with the City of Walhalla
to review, revise (where appropriate) and promote development-related ordinances, codes
and policies that are compatible with goals for targeted business types and uses including:
parking requirements for downtown buildings and uses; upper level housing rehabilitation
and adaptive reuse; appropriate light manufacturing uses (i.e., small batch winery, microbrewery, etc.); infill development; mixed-use and higher-density housing developments; and
other uses that could be critical to achieving the community’s vision for Downtown Walhalla.
4.2.1 Planned Development Agreements
Planned development agreements are contracts approved by the Planning Commission and
Board of Supervisors entered into by the City and a developer to expressly define a development project’s rules, regulations, commitments, and policies for a specific period of time.
Planned development agreements allow communities a degree of flexibility not otherwise
available per existing regulations. Advantages include: Creation of a separate contract from
the zoning code and other ordinances allows all parties to negotiate any aspects of the
development. In light of the high costs of infrastructure, coupled with Walhalla’s recent
investment in a waste water treatment system, these planned development agreements
could help them anticipate where strategic infrastructure investment needs to occur while
accurately anticipating expected financial returns for those investments from the development community.

Planned Development Agreement Manual published by the Institute for Local Self Government. Download available at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/8ryqjsdhkfk8vdq/Planned%20
Development%20Agreement%20Manual.pdf ?dl=0
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4.2.2 Bailey Bill
The Bailey Bill, SC Code of Laws, Sections 4-9-195 and 5-21-140
The Bailey Bill allows county and municipal governments to offer special property tax assessments for rehabilitated historic property and low and moderate income rental property.
The Bailey Bill has proven to be an extraordinarily useful tool to spur rehabilitation of historic
structures. Ideally, the objective should be to have identical Bailey Bill incentives approved
by the City and Oconee County. This approach allows eligible projects to benefit from both
city and county tax relief resulting from a special tax assessment that excludes the value of
eligible rehabilitation expenses from property taxes for up to twenty years.
The City should adopt a Bailey Bill ordinance in conjunction with Oconee County to provide
the maximum benefit for qualifying redevelopment projects. Both ordinances should feature
identical criteria regarding investment thresholds and terms of abatement. Walhalla’s Design Review Board should be required to approve Bailey Bill projects within the City limits,
and any project approved at the City level should automatically be approved at the County
level.
Two excellent examples ordinances that provide identical tax relief, at both the city and
county level, are linked as follows:
http://www.cityofbeaufort.org/bailey-bill.aspx
http://columbiasc.net/planning-preservation/historic-incentives

4.2.3 Historic Tax Credits
Creating a Historic Preservation Ordinance and establishing a Historic District will establish
minimum standards for the downtown district, which reduces risk for property owners and
developers. Also, once Certified Local Government (CLG) status has been granted and a
National Register Historic District has been established, then Walhalla would be eligible for
CLG grants, Community Heritage Preservation Grants, as well as Federal and State Historic
Tax Credits for historic buildings located within the historic district.
Historic Tax Credits can be a game changer for historic preservation, providing much sought
after gap financing to help make development projects feasible that might otherwise not be
possible without the additional layer of funding. In South Carolina, historic redevelopment
projects for commercial building can be eligible for up to 45% in Historic Tax Credits, including a 20% Federal credit, and a 25% State credit.
The case study below illustrates the impact that Historic Tax Credits can have on a conceptual small redevelopment project in a downtown district.
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A redevelopment project may be eligible for up to a 45% Historic Tax Credit if the community is enrolled in the CLG program and establishes a historic district.

Project without Historic Tax Credits
• Acquisition
$25,000
• Renovations
$125,000
• Total Cost
$150,000
Project with Historic Tax Credits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquisition
Renovations
Professional Fees
Subtotal		
HTCs @ 45%
Total Cost

$25,000
$125,000
$17,500
$167,500
($64,125)
$103,375

Savings with Historic Tax Credits = $46,625
As you can see, the Historic Credits comprise 31% of the entire project costs, representing a
significant infusion of capital into a historic redevelopment project.
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4.3 INVESTING FOR SUCCESS
Creating opportunities for private and public sector investment in downtown efforts can
expedite the revitalization process. Moreover, investment in business start-ups can create a
robust retail climate downtown and affords the opportunity to target certain retail clusters
based on market demand and local preference.
4.3.1 Create a Local Investment Group
One of the most important functions of a Main Street program is matching entrepreneurial
ideas with human capital and/or financial resources. And while traditional forms of capital
infusion like angel investors, low-interest loan pools, and traditional bank loans have been
used effectively, sometimes a simple approach is best. Consider pooling together a group of
people (ideally, locals with a passion for downtown and commitment for Walhalla’s success)
who would formulate a simple agreement on the organization of the investment group, the
terms of their financial investment, and the types of projects they would fund. An excellent
example of this recommendation is the Early Grove Properties investment group in Eupora,
Mississippi. Here is a description of the group and their initial project:
Early Grove Properties, an investment group made up of seven couples, had the opportunity
to purchase two poorly maintained pieces of property in a highly visible location. Realizing
the tremendous visibility to the south of the properties and the potential for development, they
acquired the properties consisting of 3 metal buildings; one of which had been “connected” to a
historic brick structure. The nearly 100 year old brick structure had been expanded and modified
several times through the years. The last owner had a frame shop, antique shop and refinishing business and for convenience he connected the brick structure to the
larger of his metal buildings. The property also was made up of 2 additional metal buildings which had been used as warehouses. A rendering
of proposed changes to the metal buildings was developed by Belinda
Stewart Architects, providing additional developed access to the site
along the railroad.
The first building rehabilitated was the 5,000 square foot building
on the southwest corner of the property. It was divided to house two
separate spaces with a covered boardwalk along the now south facing
front. Presently half of this building is being utilized by Vocational
Rehabilitation Services and the interior of the space was designed to
meet their specific needs. The remaining half of this building is being
considered by a new business for the town.

After seeing the results of the first space, a long term lease was
secured from North Mississippi Medical Center Home Health for remaining two metal buildings. During the preliminary clean-up of the
two metal buildings and the brick structure, a tenant was secured for
the brick structure. The rehabilitation of these two metal buildings
was dramatic and enhanced the impact of the restoration of the historic
structure that sat on the corner of Highways 9 and 182. Timbers to
Treasures, a successful new retail establishment, now occupies the historic brick structure.

Both of the present tenants of the metal buildings that were adapted for use as office space moved from very small spaces and have been
thrilled with their new location. Because these two properties adjoined
railroad property the group was able to secure a lease on that adjoining
property and paved the area to create Early Grove Ave. and parking
for the new tenants. This project has contributed to increased interest
by other property owners in the restoration and/or renovation of their
property. It has helped them be able to see the potential and what can
happen as a result of thinking outside the box.

BUILDING 1 AFTER

EARLY GROVE PROPERTIES MASTER PLANNING

EUPORA, MISSISSIPPI

A local private investment group was created to identify potential redevelopment projects
in Eupora – focusing on the most visible “eye-sores” in town so that their rehabilitation and
return to active use would benefit the historic downtown. These four buildings were chosen,
located at the intersection of the two busiest streets in town, and in prime view along the main
entry into downtown.
The modest buildings were constructed as a 1930’s gas station, a 1940’s machine shop and two
late twentieth century metal warehouse structures. The former back side of the warehouses
have been repurposed to provide commercial storefronts. All buildings are occupied providing
a vibrant corner at the main entrance into the city.

CORNER BUILDING AFTER
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BUILDING 1

BUILDING 1 BEFORE

CORNER BUILDING AFTER

BUILDINGS BEFORE

CORNER BUILDING BEFORE

BUILDING 2 AFTER

BUILDING 2

BUILDING 3

BELINDA STEWART ARCHITECTS, PA
www.belindastewartarchitects.com
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4.3.2 Business Plan/Business Start-Up Competitions
One avenue for appealing to prospects and entrepreneurs might adapt a business plan contest, or business start-up competition, or business pitch events that invite the community to
participate. Some of the most successful examples involve economic development partners,
educational institutions, downtown property owners, local media, major employers, area
foundations, and other interested groups who collaborate to offer training and technical assistance, marketing and promotional support, and financial assistance or a prize package.
Noted below are three examples of such competitions from fellow Main Street programs.
Main Street Challenge: Spartanburg, SC
The City of Spartanburg’s Economic Development Department created a ground breaking
new competition that enables three local entrepreneurs to realize their dream of opening a
new business downtown.
The three winners of the “Main Street Challenge” each will receive $12,000 in direct financial incentives from the City as well as potentially thousands of dollars worth of in-kind support from other local businesses, such as office supplies, printing, accounting and graphic
design services. The $12,000 cash awards will be paid in $1,000 monthly installments for
each of the start-up’s first year of operations, to be applied toward the cost of leasing space
downtown.
Six different street-level spaces on East Main Street were identified as possible locations
for the winning businesses. The owners of those locations have agreed to participate in the
Challenge and to negotiated three-year lease agreements if their property is matched up
with one of the winning business start-ups.
All types of business ideas — from retail to restaurants to professional services — will be
considered. Potential business owners can enter the Main Street Challenge by completing
an application. A selection committee of local business owners will judge the applications
and select a group of 12 semifinalists, who will then be asked to submit more detailed written information about their business plan. That group will be further culled to a final group
of six, who will be given the opportunity to make an in-person presentation to the selection
committee. The committee will choose the three winners soon after the final presentations.
Once they are notified, the winners will negotiate lease terms and prepare for their business
opening.
Where New Opportunities Begin
overview
The Pickens Revitalization Challenge is an entrepreneurial start-up competition for the purpose of
generating additional retail occupancy in the City of Pickens. The Challenge provides a means by
which local, area and regional entrepreneurs can advance their desire to expand or open a new
business. Business concepts eligible for the competition are:
» new start-up businesses
» franchises
» an expansion or relocation of an existing business from another communtiy to the City of
Pickens
» a significant expansion of an existing local business that would branch into an additional
business concept

goals
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Recruit new business that will enhance the business mix in the City of Pickens
highlight available properties and increase retail occupancy
provide entrepreneurial businesses with financial assistance to launch their concepts
create positive buzz about the City of Pickens
drive consumer traffic to the City of Pickens
create new leases in the City of Pickens
generate ideas, leads and other information to aid our efforts to support job creation and
revenue growth

incentive
Pickens Revitalization Association will award a cash incentive up to $10,000. The award(s) represents a potentially forgivable loan, based on the recipient’s compliance with certain criteria. The
loan will be forgiven only if the recipient maintains the business for at least one full year.

The Main Street program in Pickens, SC has also created a business challenge program. The
overview and application process PDF is available for download at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/
w8pj0ffzfpz5trg/Pickens_Revitalization_Challenge_-_Guidelines_9.1.2020%202.pdf?dl=0
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winner’s obligation
The winner will be obligated to own the building or execute a minimum one-year lease for a retail/
service/office location in the City of Pickens, to open to the general public no later than May 1,
2021 and to operate during all normal/customary business hours for at least one year.

guidelines I 1
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Go Downtown Grow Downtown Business Plan Competition, Duluth, MN
The Greater Downtown Council of Duluth conducted the “Go Downtown, Grow Downtown
Great Space Giveaway” in 2011. In advance of the giveaway nine vacant spaces were secured as potential sites for winners to occupy. The contest consisted of an initial round,
requiring a brief (no more than two page) concept plan. The second round invited a narrowed
field of applicants to submit detailed business plans, and finalists were provided with access to professional assistance in developing their second-round formal business plans.
The object of the program was to select three winners to occupy spaces in the district, and
great care was taken to develop a deep and rich prize package, to ensure winners not only
located a business in the district, but had the best possible chance to succeed. The total
package value was estimated to be more than $55,000.
Incentives:
• Free rent for the first twelve months of a three year lease term, excluding common
area maintenance expenses, utilities and taxes, in a prime retail space along Superior
Street.
• One year free advertising package with the Duluth News Tribune
• Free marketing service provided by Out There Advertising
• Free start-up business consulting and a $5,000 loan at 3% interest for 3 years from
the Northeast Entrepreneur Fund
• Free monthly retail mentoring services provided by Maurices
• Free one year membership in the Greater Downtown Council
• Exposure to various media outlets during announcement of the winning submissions
Results/Conclusions:
The first round, brief business concept, phase of the contest attracted 56 submissions.
These were narrowed to 15 finalists, who worked to develop detailed business plans. Three
winners were selected and, of those, two opened a business in the downtown district. The
third winner dropped out before opening her business, due to sudden unanticipated health
issues. The two businesses that did open are still operating successfully. The Greater Downtown Council Director indicated they found the contest method of recruitment to be ideal, especially because they garnered not just local, but also national, notice to a degree they never
anticipated. The Greater Downtown Council Director further recommended having multiple
spaces available for winners to choose from, noting that even with the nine they had initially
offered, one of the winners found none of them suitable for their use, and the program had
to find a tenth space, in a location with a business mix that was more suitable to that use.
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Show of Hands, Wheeling, WV
Show of Hands is a community-supported crowd-funding event. Community members are presented with projects that would positively impact Wheeling and vote on the project they want to
support with donations from the door and generous support of our community partners.
If you or someone you know is working on a community project and would like funding to
help move the project along, please follow the links below to the application. All projects are
welcome to apply, but only four will be chosen to present at the next Show of Hands event.
How ‘Show of Hands’ Works:
•
•
•
•
•

Attendees donate at least $5 for a vote.
Four pre-selected proposals for projects that benefit the community are presented.
Attendees cast their vote for the project they want to help fund.
The project with the most votes receives all of the money raised at the door + more than
$3,000 from community partners.
Winners come back to a future Show of Hands to tell the audience how their project
went/is progressing, how they used the money, and the impact it had on the community.

Your attendance at Show of Hands is greatly appreciated and will show individuals presenting projects that they have the support of a strong community.
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4.4 RECRUITING FOR SUCCESS
Retail retention and recruitment are some of the primary roles of the Main Street program
in collaboration with the local municipality and any economic development entities. While
most of the focus goes on retail recruitment, the importance of retain retention cannot be
understated. It is far less expensive and labor intensive to retain an existing downtown
business than it is to recruit a new business to downtown. However, retail recruitment is
also important because it affords the opportunity to change, or re-calibrate, the retail MIX
downtown and to create appropriate retail clusters to reflect the needs of the community and
its supporting market dynamics.
4.4.1 Retail Market Analysis
Retail recruitment strategies must be grounded in market realities. It is recommended that
a comprehensive retail market analysis be conducted for downtown includes a market definition exercise, where local businesses participate in a zip code survey process to determine
trade areas based on true consumer patterns, rather than arbitrary means such as drive
times and concentric circles.
The process should engage economic development stakeholders to understand market opportunities and capacity for business support and recruitment. The market analysis should
provide quantifiable data for trade area definition, demographic and market make-up, as
well as detailing market opportunities. The market research typically includes: analysis of
competitive markets, local market inventories, zip-code surveys, retail leakage studies,
shares studies, space demand capture scenarios, market segmentation studies, as well as
projections for needed retail, residential, and office space.
A simplified ‘Market Snapshot’ was developed by Arnett Muldrow and Associates as a part of
the Walhalla Resource Team and is included in the following section of this report.
4.4.2 MARKET SNAPSHOT: Understanding Local Market Dynamics
Walhalla is part of a regional market that is experiencing growth and change. Understanding the basic dynamics of the market involves a combination of research on local wants and
desires about downtown coupled with market research that helps place Walhalla’s market in
the context of the Appalachian Region. This examination underpins many of the recommendations in this report and serves as a guide for Main Street Walhalla, the City of Walhalla
and other partners. This chapter is accompanied by an appendix that includes detailed
demographic and retail data for the City of Walhalla as well as demographics and retail
data for a five, ten, and twenty-minute drive time from downtown Walhalla. The data in this
report and the appendix is sourced from ESRI data.* (Numbers date to 2017 and do not reflect COVID-related market changes/dynamics). The market data included provides insight
into market opportunities but should not substitute for individual market research by any
business and investor exploring opportunities in Walhalla.
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PUBLIC SURVEY RESULTS
Prior to the site visit, the resource team developed a survey to gather input on downtown and
the market. During a three-week period, 191 surveys were completed. Sixteen prompts/questions reflect downtown’s character, environment and needs. This section presents key survey
findings. Note: survey responses are available as a separate document. These are important
to consider when planning next steps.
Downtown Atmosphere
The first survey prompt related to the atmosphere of downtown. The word cloud to the right
displays responses. The larger the word, the frequently the word was submitted.

Downtown Functionality
Respondents were then asked to rank the
issues facing downtown Walhalla. Buildings in need of repair were the most top
ranking issue. Store variety and inconsistent store hours were the next highest issues noted.
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Downtown Character
Respondents were then asked to list their favorite three places in downtown Walhalla. Food/
beverage related establishments were very high ranking (with Mountain Mocha, Hungry Hiker and Partners in Wine notable favorites). The word cloud to the right displays the answers
to the questions with the larger type representing words that were used most frequently.

Top Desires for Downtown
Respondents were asked open ended questions about their wants and desires for downtown
and the number one response was more restaurants. On the whole residents desire additional shopping and dining in a pedestrian friendly downtown environment. Responses to
the top 3 wants or needs support demand data:
• Restaurants
• Brewery
• Hotel
• Bookstore
• Entertainment
• Grocery
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The survey responses provide a qualitative assessment of what might be supported in downtown Walhalla. For confirmation, the following chapter will explore the market conditions in
the community and how they may influence the potential for downtown to support additional
activities.
When considering the downtown desires/wants, evaluate responses to why people do not
visit downtown Walhalla for the following goods and services. Lack of selection is by far the
most common reason followed by inadequate hours of operation; businesses are not open
when shoppers generally shop. Note the responses for time of day and day of the week shopping trends.

What time of day do you most typically shop?

What day of the week do you most typically shop?
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The final open-ended prompt asked respondents to describe downtown of the future in one
sentence. Here are a few notable responses:
• Like Highlands but younger and less expensive.
• Beautiful, but not modern. Homey but not country. All the frills but slow motion.
• Tree lined sidewalk with store fronts on both sides of street.
• The downtown area is like a mini haven for shoppers of all ages and sizes. Outdoor
seating is available for all restaurants with the back streets cleaned up and used
as patios for outdoor dining and recreation.
• Fun, friendly and delightful downtown with everything you need.
• Beautiful, colorful, fun, relaxing, comfortable, convenient, affordable, accessible
and friendly.
DEMOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT
The demographic assessment for Walhalla looks both at the City of Walhalla and a regional
perspective using a twenty-mile drive time from downtown, which allows for the assessment
to include much of the region. All of the data in this section is from the US Census with
estimates and projections from ESRI demographic reports.
Takeaways from the chart below:
• Area has shown positive, modest growth
• The closer we get to Seneca – 20-minute drive – the faster the growth.
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Takeaways from the chart below:
• Walhalla is a little younger than the larger market. Makes sense given the rural character of the outlining area.
• Incomes get higher the further away you get from Walhalla.
• Demographics confirm the area’s rural dynamics (higher ages) and desirable place to
live (higher incomes and home values).
• Higher Education attainment figures further from the core could result from Clemson
employment and retirees moving to area

PSYCHOGRAPHIC PROFILE
Psychographics is the study of personality, values, opinions, attitudes, interests, and lifestyles.
Psychographic studies of individuals or communities can be valuable in the fields of marketing, demographics, opinion research, prediction, and social research in general. They can be
contrasted with demographic variables (such as age and gender), behavioral variables (such
as usage rate or loyalty), and organizational demographic variables (sometimes called firmographic variables), such as industry, number of employees and functional area. When a
relatively complete profile of a person or group’s psychographic make-up is constructed, this is
called a “psychographic profile.” Psychographic profiles are used in market segmentation, as
well as in advertising. Some categories of psychographic factors used in market segmentation
include:
• Activity, interest, opinion (AIOs)
• Attitudes
• Values
• Behavior
Tapestry psychographic data helps communities and businesses understand consumer lifestyle choices, what they buy, and how they spend their free time. Tapestry classifies US residential neighborhoods into 67 unique segments based on demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. The top psychographic profiles for Walhalla are used to gauge possible shopping
characteristics of downtown’s largest potential shopping demographic. Knowing what they
enjoy and how they behave can help with programming in downtown, business recruitment,
and can be useful for current business owners to better understand their customers.
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Psychographic Profiles

In the top category for Walhalla “cost conscious” is mentioned – important in restaurant
recruitment. The top two categories herein (in the 10 mile radius) are the segments as
described by ESRI for Small Town Simplicity and Heartland Communities. The other segments can be accessed on the ESRI website for free at: https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/
products/tapestry-segmentation/zip-lookup
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MARKET CONCLUSIONS

Takeaways
• Area has had modest growth
• Market is still EXPANDING - 2.6% projected in next 5 years.
• MANY RURAL AREAS are seeing contracting markets. This is important for
Walhalla because the demand that exists now, will continue to increase as
new residents move into the area.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Takeaways
• The 10-minute drive is the bread-andbutter market for Walhalla
• Important to recognize that Downtown
Walhalla businesses serve a market
that is nearly 15,000 people

Takeaways
• 20-minute drive is more “secondary
market” but still a market
• Growing still a little faster.

Walhalla retailers bringing customers into the community from surrounding areas.
Walhalla is a retail magnet – note 10 and 20-min drive times show less gain. Still, there
is demand in key categories.
Survey results showed that the main reason people do NOT visit downtown dining, retail
and services is LACK of options.
Population within:
• 5-min: 6,297
• 10-min: 14,292 (likely primary market)
• 15-min: 54,914 (likely secondary market)
As the drive time increases, the population generally gets older and wealthier.
Growing population = growing market demand.
Opportunity for restaurant cluster – expand options.

* ESRI has stopped updating RMP (hence 2017 numbers); 4-years old is big change; Particularly with COVID, which is now showing up in the numbers.
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TRAFFIC COUNTS
6,900 vehicles pass along East Main Street daily (from SC-28 to SC-11); 8,500 vehicles
cross East Main Street daily (from S-3 to S-36). This is a substantial volume that can be
captured with downtown promotions and activity. Additionally, this data is important to
business recruitment and retention.
Source: https://scdot.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=fe2e97641eac49

3094342c502369814b
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Building/Business Inventory
Developing an inventory of downtown buildings, properties and parcels is important to market awareness and market understanding. Below is a template to help inventory properties
in the downtown district.
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RECRUITMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Once a completed list of available retail sites has been created the next step is to go back
through the earlier research and look for gaps in the market. Pinpoint certain types of retailers and try matching those retailers or restaurants to the available properties in your
downtown district. Then, create a marketing package directed specifically at that retail user.
In most Main Street markets approaching national restaurant or retail groups is a waste
of time. Instead, look for regional users in surrounding markets. Retailers who are already
having success in a nearby market are the most likely targets.
The people that own those shops are easy to find and contact one-on-one. They do not have
any real estate committees or hard guidelines so they are much more open to considering
your downtown market. If they like the city and the particular space then they have the ability
to move forward with a deal.
It is key to have a specific space to showcase. Make sure the space you are offering has the
ability to fit their needs. The following list is just a general guideline for the minimum square
feet most downtown retailers need. It is just a general guide and will vary for each use.
• FURNITURE STORE – Min 2,500sqft
• CLOTHING STORE – Min 1,000sqft
• BOOK STORE – Min 800sqft
• RESTAURANT – Min 1,200sqft
• DELI/BAKERY – Min 1,000sqft
CONCLUSIONS
Retail recruitment should be an ongoing effort for a downtown district. Maintain an updated
list of available properties for lease and for sale. Make sure this information is easily accessible.
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4.4.3 Performance-Based Incentives
The purpose of a public sector financial incentive is not to merely “give away money.” The
purpose of a public sector incentive is to stimulate private sector investment. The packaging
of technical and financial assistance for existing businesses, property owners, new businesses and investors (e.g., design consultation services, rent rebate program, sales and/or
property tax abatement or rebate programs, utility connection fee waivers or reductions, and
utility expense rebates, etc.) is a terrific way stimulate the kind of private sector response
desired. However, it is generally recommended that these incentives be performance-based.
By way of example, if a rent rebate program is established, the rebate should not occur until
the business has been operational for an agreed upon duration.
4.5 RV BOON DOCKING BASE CAMP IN DOWNTOWN WALHALLA
On several occasions during the Resource Team Visit, stakeholders mentioned, “outdoor enthusiasts pass through Walhalla, but they don’t stop.” This recommendation is aimed at siphoning off a small percentage of those adventurers to not only stop in Walhalla, but to STAY
in Walhalla. During the global pandemic, the demand for campers, RVs, and campgrounds
has skyrocketed. Moreover, outdoor enthusiasts are generally rather frugal individuals both
financially as well as in terms of environmental conservation. Since downtown Walhalla has
a significant amount of open/green space in and around downtown, there is a logical niche
market that could be developed in the form of a RV Boon Docking Base Camp (initially) that
would offer free-to-low-cost accommodations. The fundamental goal of this recommendation is for Walhalla to become a base camp FOR, rather than a pass-through TO, its nearby
nature-based assets.
Walhalla should consider a temporary, pilot RV boon docking site just off Main Street, but
close enough for boon dockers to walk to her Main Street shops and restaurants. Avid cyclists/hikers/waterfall searchers/outdoor adventurers generally try to avoid spending money
on camp sites at all costs. If Walhalla made a place for them to boon dock for free (or
super low costs…say, $5-$10/night) it might introduce a market of outdoor enthusiasts
who would park there rigs there and then take their tow vehicles and bikes to the nearby
outdoor assets. (Note: “Boon Docking,” also known as “Dry Camping,” is the opportunity to
camp off-the-grid, without the need for services (e.g. electricity, water, sewer hookups) and
amenities that can be found at RV parks or developed campgrounds.)
Moreover, the infrastructure required for boon docking sites is literally only demarcating
sites (white spray paint) and perhaps nominal lighting from street lights. After a test period,
if it’s a bust, stop doing it. But if it catches on, then consider as a later, major Economic
Vitality recommendation upgrading to an actual RV Park somewhere in/near downtown. A
good case study for this type of development is the Crossroads Coach Resort in Lake City, SC.
This RV park constructed two blocks from Lake City’s Main Street has infused the downtown
with new shoppers, diners, and tourists. Their web site is: https://www.lakecityrv.com
Finally, at some point Walhalla should consider revising its zoning ordinance to preclude
trailer parks in the downtown. If and when that happens, the layout of the former trailer
park makes an ideal infrastructure for an RV resort/campground if the boon docking recommendation yields beneficial results.
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